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Abstract Secure distributed computing addresses the problem of performing a 
computation with a number of mutually distrustful participants, in such 
a way that each of the participants has only limited access to the infor
mation needed for doing the computation. Over the past two decades, 
a number of solutions requiring no trusted third party have been devel
oped using cryptographic techniques. The disadvantage of these cryp
tographic solutions is the excessive communication overhead they incur. 
In this paper, we examine a case study: a Vickrey auction without a 
trusted third party. The design is explained and the communication 
overhead studied. Several techniques to reduce or alleviate this over
head are discussed. 
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Introduction 
Most auctions are organized as follows: participants gather at a cer

tain date and place, and make bids for a certain good. When the auction 
closes, the participant with the highest bid receives the good at the of
fered price. 

Vickrey auctions differ in two essential points from traditional auc
tions: 

• the participants deliver their bid in a sealed envelope to the bailiff; 
hence, the bid is not disclosed to the other participants. When the 
auction closes, the bailiff opens the envelopes and announces the 
winner. 

• the winner (the participant with the highest bid) will have to pay 
the second highest bid. 

The bailiff is the trusted third party (TTP). He should enjoy the con
fidence of every participant. The paper deals with a Vickrey auction l 

wdhout a TTP. 
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we start 

with a brief introduction to the secure distributed computing problem 
(SDC). In section 2, we show how SDC can be used to organize a Vick
rey auction without a trusted third party. We discuss the design of the 
boolean circuit that implements the auction. The experimental results 
are discussed in section 3. Especially the communication overhead is as
sessed and optimizations are proposed in section 4. Finally, in section 5, 
we summarize the major outcomes of this article. 

1. Secure Distributed Computing 
Secure distributed computing (SDC) addresses the problem of dis

tributed computing where some of the algorithms and data that are 
used in the computation must remain private. Usually, the problem 
is stated as follows, emphasizing privacy of data. Let 1 be a publicly 
known function taking n inputs, and suppose there are n parties (named 
Pi, i = 1 ... n), each holding one private input Xi. The n parties want to 
compute the value 1(:E1,'" ,xn ) without leaking any information about 
their private inputs (except of course the information about Xi that is im
plicitly present in the function result) to the other parties. An example 

1 Although Vickrey auctions may not seem very important, small variations on this scheme 
are used by many public institutions: e.g., a call for tenders, where the contract is given to 
the lowest offer (or the second lowest). 
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is voting: the function f is addition, and the private inputs represent yes 
(Xi = 1) or no (Xi = 0) votes. In case an algorithm has to be kept secret, 
instead of data, f can be an interpreter for some (simple) programming 
language, and one of the Xi can be the encoding of the algorithm. 

In descriptions of solutions to the secure distributed computing prob
lem, the function f is often encoded as a boolean circuit, and therefore 
secure distributed computing is also referred to as secw'e circuit evalua
tion. 

It is easy to see that an efficient. solution to the secure distributed 
computing problem would be an enabling technology for a large number 
of interesting distributed applications across the Internet. Some example 
applications are: auctions ([15]), charging for the use of algorithms on 
the basis of a usage count ([16-17]), various kinds of weighted voting, 
protecting mobile code integrity and privacy ([17, 12]), ... 

Secure distributed computing is trivial in the presence of a globally 
trusted third party(TTP): all participants send their data and code to 
the TTP (over a secure channel), the TTP performs the computation 
and broadcasts the results. The main drawback of this approach is the 
large amount of trust needed ill the TTP. 

However, solutions without a TTP are also possible. Over the past 
two decades, a fairly large variety of solutions to the problem has been 
proposed. An overview is given by Franklin [8] and more recently by 
Cramer [5] and Neven [14J. These solutions differ from each other in the 
cryptographic primitives that are llsed, and in the class of computations 
that can be performed (some of the solutions only allow for specific kinds 
of functions to be computed). The main drawback of these solutions is 
the heavy communication overhead that they incur. 

In [9], Franklin and Haber propose a protocol for secret circuit evalu
ation. The boolean circuit is evaluated on encrypted data with a homo
morphic probabilistic encryption scheme. 

• An encryption technique is p1'Obabilistic if the same cleartext can 
encrypt to many different ciphertexts. To work with encrypted 
bits, probabilistic encryption is essential, otherwise only two ci
phertexts (the encryption of a zero and the encryption of a one) 
would be possible, and cryptanalysis would be fairly simple. 

• An encryption technique is homomorphic if it satisfies equations of 
the form E(x op y) = E(x) op' E(y) for some operations op and 
op'. 

Recently, Cramer, Damgard and Nielsen have proposed in [6] a similar 
protocol that requires fewer encrypted bits per AND-gate. These opti
mizations are applied in the description of the Franklin-Haber protocol. 
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The modified Franklin-Haber protocol. The protocol is based on 
a joint encryption scheme. All participants know the public key Kpub 

while each participant Pi,"" Pn has his own private key K 1 , ... , Kn. 
Using the public key, anyone can create an encryption Es(m) of some 
message 'Tn, where S {P l , .•. , Pn }, such that the private key of each 
participant in S is needed to decrypt the message. More formally, if 
Di denotes the decryption with Pi'S private key, the relation between 
encryption and decryption is given by: Di(Es(m)) = Es\{p;}(m). The 
plaintext Tn should be easily recoverable from Ef/j (m). 

In the joint encryption scheme used by Franklin and Haber [9], a bit 
b is encrypted as 

mod N, (_l)b ( IT gKJ ) T mod N] 
]ES 

where N = pq, p and q are two primes such that p == q mod 4, and r ER 
ZN. The public key is given by [N,g,g[([ mod N, ... ,g[(n mod N]. 
This scheme has some additional properties that are used in the protocol: 

• XOR-Hornomo7'phic. Anyone can compute a joint encryption of 
the XOR of two jointly encrypted bits. Indeed, if Es(b) = [a, /3] 
and Es(b') = [a',p'], then Es(bEfJb') = [0000' mod N,/3/3' mod N]. 

• Bl'indable. Given an encrypted bit, anyone can create a random 
ciphertext that decrypts to the same bit. Indeed, if Es(b) = [a, p] 
and l' E R Z N, then 

mod N, P ( ITs' g[(j ) T 

]E 

is a encryption of the same bit. 

mod N] 

• Witnessable. Any participant can withdraw from a joint encryp
tion by providing the other participants with a single value. In
deed, if Es(b) = [a,p], it is easy to compute Di(Es(b)) from 

Wi([a, 1m = a-f(i mod N 

First of all, the participants must agree on a value for Nand g, choose 
a secret key Ki and broadcast gKi mod N to form the public key. To 
start the actual protocol, each participant broadcasts a joint encryption 
of his input bits. 

For an XOR-gate, every participant simply applies the XOR-homo
morphism. The encrypted output of a NOT-gate can be found by ap
plying the XOR-hornornorphism with a default encryption of a one, e.g. 
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[1, -1]. However, it is the AND-gate that causes some trouble. Suppose 
the encrypted input bits for the AND-gate are {i, = E(u) and fj = E(v). 
To compute a joint encryption tv = E(w) = E(u /\ v), they need each 
others' help. The protocol proceeds as follows [6]: 

1 Each Pi chooses a random bit bi and broadcasts hi = E( bd· 

2 Each participant repeatedly applies the XOR-homomorphism to 
calculate 11' = E(u') = E(u Ell bt Ell ... Ell bn) from the received 
values of the first step. Each participant broadcasts a decryption 

't C A" W(A') WI ness lor u ,I.e. i 1J, • 

3 Everyone can now decrypt 11' into 11,'. Next, every partipant can 
calculate w' = E(u' /\ v) = E((u Ell b1 Ell··· Ell bn ) /\ v). . 

If u' is 0, then u' /\ v = 0, and E(u' /\ v) = E(O). However, if 11,' is 
1, then u' /\ v = v, and E(u' /\ v) = E(v). 

4 Every participant Pi calculates and broadcasts 1lJi = E(bi /\ 7)). 
Since Pi chose bi, he knows the outcome of bi /\ v (either 0 or v). 
Note that when bi is 1, the participant should blind E(v), thus 
ensuring that bi remains secret to the other participants. 

5 Every participant repeatedly applies the XOR-hornomorphism to 
calculate til = E(w) = E(w' Ell WI Ell ... Ell wn ) from the values 
received in the previous step. Note that 11) is an encryption of 
wanted 1l /\ v. Indeed: 

'W 1l /\v 

( U Ell b1 Ell ... Ell bn 8 b1 Ell ... EEl bn ) /\v 

( u' Ell b1 Ell ... Ell bn ) /\v 

(u' /\ v) Ell (b1 /\ v) EEl ... Ell (bn /\ v) 
w' Ell WI Ell ... Ell Wn 

When all the gates in the circuit have been evaluated, every partici
pant has a joint encryption of the output bits. Finally, all participants 
broadcast decryption witnesses to reveal the output2 . 

In this protocol, the evaluation of an AND-gate requires that every 
participant broadcasts two encrypted bits (E( bi ) and E( bi /\ v}} and one 
decryption witness (which is half the size of an encrypted bit); hence, 
the total communication overhead amounts to 2.5 encryption bits per 
AND-gate (4 encryption bits in the original protocol [9]). 

2Note that at this stage, some of the participants might try to cheat and broadcast wrong 
witnesses or broadcast nothing at all. However, this is noticeable to the honest participants. 
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2. Design of a Vickrey Auction without TTP 

We assume that there are n bidders. The item will only be sold if the 
bid of one participant is strictly higher than the other bids. In all other 
cases there is no winner. The clearing price is the second highest bid. 
The requirements for this type of auction are the following: 

• if there is no willller, nothing else (but the fact that there is no 
winner) is revealed; 

• if there is a winller: 

reveal the identity of the highest bidder, but hide the highest 
bid; 

reveal the 2nd highest bid, but hide the identity of the 2nd 

highest bidder; 

do not reveal any other information. 

In the modified Franklin and Haber protocol, the participants evaluate 
a boolean circuit on enciphered data; the data being the participant's 
bid. Hence, the first task is to design a boolean circuit that implements 
these requirements. 

2.1 Boolean Circuit for the Auction 
For three participants x, y and z, the boolean circuit is shown in 

figure 1. The inputs to the circuit are b-bit bids (X, Y and Z). The 
output is the identity of the winner, represented by the bits Rl and RO 
(RIRO = 00 no winner, 01 winner is x, 10 winner is y, 11 winner is z), 
and the clearing price. If there is no winner, the clearing price is set 
to zero. To determine the winner, the circuit uses three comparators 
and a number of AND and OR gates. To determine the clearing price, 
four multiplexers are used. Consider the situation where X makes the 
highest bid. In this case Cl/\ C2 = I, Ll/\ C:3 = 0, L2/\ L3 = 0 and 
RIRO = 10, so the second input to the final multiplexer will be chosen. 
The input on this line is determined by the bids made by y and z. If 
y > Z then C3 = 1 and Y will be selected as the clearing price. In the 
other cases (Y < Z or Y = Z) Z will be the clearing price. 

It is rather straightforward to extend the circuit for more than three 
participants. 

The circuits for comparators and multiplexers are designed in such 
a way that the number of AND-gates are minimized. OR-gates can 
be transformed into AND-gates using the "De Morgan" laws. Figure 2 
illustrates the circuit for a comparator that compares two 2-bit numbers. 
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Fig1l1'e 1, Boolean circuit of the Vickrey Auction for 3 bidders. 

It is not difficult to extend the circuit for longer numbers. However, there 
is no general design strategy for minimizing the lllUuber of AND-gates. 

2.2 The prototype 

The prototype has been written in Java. All bidders in the auction 
run as a separate thread within one Java application. Broadcast com
munication was simulated through the use of shared buffers. 

In all experiments the length of the modulus (N) was set to 512. 
The platform for running the application was a Pentium III (450 MHz) 

processor. 

3. Experimental results 
Table 1 lists the execution time for basic operations (with a 512-bit 

modulus) . The table does not show the time necessary for the evaluation 
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Figure 2. Boolean circuit for a two-bit comparator. 

Operation 
Encryption of 1 bit. 
Evaluation of XOR gate 
Calculation of witness 
usage of witness 
Evaluation of NOT-gate 

Time (ms) 
65 
0.28 
35 
0.13 
0.09 

Table 1. Execution time for basic operations on PentiulTl III processor (450 MHz) 
with 512-bit modulus. 

of an AND-gate, since it depends on the number of participants and is 
affected by the network latency time. The evaluation of an AND-gate 
requires the computation of several encryption bits and witnesses. 

Table 2 lists the number of AND-gates ill the boolean circuit as a 
function of the number of bits in the bid and the number of participants. 
These numbers represent about one fourth of the total number of gates 
in the circuit. 

The total number of broadcasts can be calculated as n.(3a + 2b + 
1 + ilo.(]2 (n + 1) 1), where n is the number of participants, a the number 
of AND-gates and b the number of bits in the bid. After all, every 
participant broadcasts its b inputs, its part of the public key, 3 values 
per AND-gate, and b + f/092 (n + 1) 1 witnesses for the outputs. 

Not all the broadcast messages have the same size: encrypted bits 
have twice the size of a witness or public key. Table 3 shows the commu
nication overhead (the total amount of bytes sent over the network) as a 
fUllction of the number of bits in the bid and the number of participants. 
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# parti- # bits/word 
cipants 1 2 3 4 :> 10 20 

3 28 53 81 109 137 277 557 
4 60 108 162 216 270 540 1080 
5 102 179 266 353 440 875 1745 
6 158 270 397 524 651 1286 2556 
7 231 384 558 732 906 1776 3.516 
8 328 528 756 984 1212 2352 4632 
9 439 682 981 1270 1559 3004 5894 

10 572 884 1241 1598 1955 3740 7310 
15 1642 2339 3141 3943 4745 8755 16775 
20 3577 4809 6231 7653 9075 16185 30405 

Table 2. Number of AND-gates in the complete circuit in function of the numher of 
participants and the wordlength. 

# part i- # bits/word 
cipants 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 

3 28.0k 52.6k 80.1k 107 .. 5k 135.0k 272.2k 546.8k 
4 78.6k 140.7k 210.7k 280.6k 350 . .':ik 699.8k 1.3i\! 
5 165.5k 289.6k 429.7k 569.8k 710.1k l.3Ivl 2.7Ivl 
6 306.0k 522.2k 767.2k 1012.2k 1.2M 2.4i\,I 4.8Ivl 
7 520.6k 864.6k 1.2M l.6M 1.9M 3.8M 7. ?:'vI 
8 843.7k l.3M l.8M 2.4M 3.0M 5.8M 1l.6i\1 
9 1.2M 1.9M 2.7M 3.5M 4.3M 8.4M 16.61'1'1 

10 1.7M 2.7M 3.8M 5.0i\I 6.1M l1.7i\,I 22.8i\,1 
15 7.7M 10.9M 14.nl 18.4M 22.2M 41.0M 78.6M 
20 22.3M 30.0M 38.9i\I 47.8M 56. ?tvI 101.2M 190.li\I 

Table 3. Totalnctwork overhead (in bytes) in function of the number of participants 
and the wordlength. 

Note that the chosenlllodulus was 512 bits in length. A lllodulus of 1024 
bits would double the amounts. 

If there is no broadcast mechanism available, then the participants will 
have to use point-to-point communication. In that case, the amounts 
have to be multiplied by n - 1 where n is the number of partIcipants. 

The number of bits is linear with the number of bits in the bid and 
proportional with the cube of the number of participants (power of four 
without a broadcast mechanism). 

4. Discussion 

From the figures, it is clear that a secure Vickrey auction without a 
TTP is only feasible when the number of participants is limited. For 10 
participants, 1.7 MB .. 22.8 MB of data is sent over a broadcast network 
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(17 MB .. 228 MB when point-to-point communication is used). The 
number of bits in the bid can most often be kept small, since the bid 
might be scaled by an agreed-upon constant. 

If the number of participants increases, then the auction could be run 
in several rounds. E.g. all participants are grouped per four, and run 
the protocol in each group, the winners will then bid against each other 
in another round. (Some modifications are necessary, since the outcome 
of the first round should not be decyphered and both the highest and 
second highest bids must be kept for the next round.) 

In an Internet setting, this huge amount of communication overhead 
would probably prohibit the organization of such an auction. The com
munication overhead could be remedied by introducing semi-trusted ex
ecution sites and mobile agents. In this approach, every participant 
Pi sends its representative, agent ai, to a trusted execution site E j . 

The agent contains a copy of the private keys and bid of the partici
pant, and is capable of running the auction protocol. It is allowed that 
different participants send their agents to different sites. The only re
striction being that the sites should be located closely to each other, i.e. 
should have high bandwidth communication between them. Of course, 
every execution site needs a mechanism to safely download an agent. 
However, that can be easily accomplished through conventional cryp
tographic techniques. The amount of large distance communication is 
moderate: every participant sends its agent to a remote site, and re
ceives the result from its agent. The agents use a SDC-protocol, which 
unfortunately involves a high communication overhead. However, since 
the agents are executing on sites that are near each other, the overhead 
of the SDC-protocol is acceptable. No high bandwidth communication 
between the participants is necessary, and there is no longer a need 
for one single trusted execution site. Pi for example, does not need to 
trust site Ek, used by the agent of another participant. The agents that 
participate in the secure computation are protected against malicious 
behaviour of other (non-trusted) execution sites by the SDC-protocols. 
That is sufficient to make this approach work. 

Moreover, in contrast with the approach where one uses an uncondi
tionally trusted third party, the trusted sites are not involved directly. 
They simply offer a secure execution platform: the trusted hosts do not 
have to know the protocol used between the agents. In other words, the 
combination of mobile agent technology and secure distributed comput
ing protocols makes it possible to use generic trusted third parties that, 
by offering a secure execution platform, can act as trusted third party 
for a wide variety of protocols in a uniform way. 
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Finally, the question remains whether it is realistic to assume that 
participants can find execution sites that are close enough to each other. 
Given the fact however that these execution sites can be generic, we 
believe that providing such execution sites could be a commercial oc
cupation. Various deployment strategies are possible. Several service 
providers, each administering a set of geographically dispersed "sec me 
hosts", can propose their subscribers an appropriate site for the secure 
computation. The site is chosen to be in the neighbourhood of a secure 
site of the other service providers involved. Auother approach is to have 
execution parks, offering high bandwidth cOllllllunication facilities, were 
companies can install their proprietary "secure site". The park itself 
could be managed by a commercial or government agency. 

A modified version of the prototype could be used for a public "call 
for tender". The job would be assigned to the participant with the 
(second) lowest bid, without revealing the other bids. Participants can 
have a higher degree of confidence that their bid will be treated correctly. 
Colluding local authorities cannot manipulate the assignment process, 
neither leak bids to other parties. 

One final remark about the used protocol: it requires the usage of 
a large modulus N of which the prime factors are unknown. It seems 
reasonable to use a TTP for generating this modulus. However, since 
the TTP does not participate in the protocol otherwise, it could be 
an independent body that is monitored by the government and others. 
Organizatiolls that would like to organize a Vickrey auction, could buy 
a certified modulus from this TTP. 

5. Conclusion 
Secure Vickrey auctions without a TTP are possible if the number of 

participants is limited. The complexity of the boolean circuit is 0(1).712 ), 

where b is the number of bits in the bid, and n the number of partici
pants. The message complexity is 0(b.n3) if a broadcast mechanism is 
available, and 0(b.n4 ) otherwise. The use of mobile agents might allevi
ate the communication overhead, by running the protocol 011 hosts that 
are located closely together. 
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